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We introduce a new syntax-directed translation device called top-down tree-to-graph trans- 
ducer. Such transducers are very similar to the usual (total deterministic) top-down tree trans- 
ducers except hat the right-hand sides of their rules are hypergraphs rather than trees. Since 
we are aiming at a device which also allows us to translate trees into objects different from 
graphs, we focus our attention on so-called tree-generating top-down tree-to-graph trans- 
ducers. Then the result of every computation is a hypergraph which represents a tree, and in 
its turn the tree can be interpreted in any algebra of appropriate signature. Although for both 
devices, top-down tree transducers and tree-generating top-down tree-to-graph transducers, 
the translation of a subtree of an input tree does not depend on its context, the latter trans- 
ducers have much more transformational power than the former. In this paper we prove that 
tree-generating top-down tree-to-graph transducers are equivalent to (total deterministic) 
macro tree transducers, which are transducers for which the translation of a subtree may 
depend upon its context. We also prove that tree-generating top-down tree-to-graph trans- 
ducers are closed under regular look-ahead. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
The concept  of syntax-d i rected t rans lat ion as in t roduced in [ I ro61]  has become 
a we l l -known and elegant method  to associate mean ing  to t ree-structured objects 
(cf. [Eng81 ] for a general  discussion). The main  idea of this concept  is to define the 
t rans lat ion (or semantics or mean ing)  of a tree in terms of t ranslat ions of its subtrees. 
Now there exist several  formal izat ions  of this concept  which, f rom the schemat ic  
po int  of  view, have different t rans lat ion power,  e.g., generalized syntax-directed 
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translation schemes [AU71, AU73], top-down tree transducers fTha70, Rou70, 
Bak78, Eng75, GS84], attributed tree transducers [-Ffil81b, Fiil81a] which are 
based on attribute grammars [Knu68], macro tree transducers [-CF82, Eng80, 
EV85], and high-level tree transducers [-EV88]. Actually, viewed as schemes, every 
device in this list is strictly more powerful than its predecessors except for the first 
two devices which are equivalent. The macro tree transducer closely corresponds to 
the model of syntax-directed translation in l-Iro61 ]. 
In this paper, we introduce a new, quite simple, formal model of syntax-directed 
translation: the top-down tree-to-graph transducer (for short, td-tg transducer). Its 
definition has the same simplicity as the definitions of top-down tree transducers or 
attribute grammars with synthesized attributes only: the translation of a subtree of 
the input tree does not depend on its context. 
Intuitively, td-tg transducers can be viewed as context-free hypergraph grammars 
of which the derivations are controlled by an input tree; the result of the derivation 
is the output (hyper)graph. This is entirely analogous to the fact that top-down tree 
transducers can be viewed as ordinary context-free grammars with tree-controlled 
derivations (see [Eng86a]). Context-free hypergraph grammars (for short, cfhg 
grammars) are introduced in [-BC87, HK87b] and are studied in [Hab92, Cou87a, 
Cou87b, Cou88, Cou90, ER90, HK87a, Lau88, Lau90, MR87, EH91, EH92]. A 
cfhg grammar generates a set of edge labeled, directed hypergraphs. These are 
graphs in which an edge may be incident with any number of nodes rather than two 
as for usual graphs. Every edge is labeled by a symbol of some ranked alphabet, 
where the rank of the label is equal to the number of incident nodes. Figure 1 shows 
a hypergraph where edges and nodes are represented by boxes and circles, respec- 
tively. The line connecting an edge and a node is called a tentacle. To implement 
a direction of tentacles and a functionality of edges, we associate with an edge e the 
sequence Vl""VkVk+I of incident nodes. The nodes Vl,...,vk are called the 
arguments of e and the node v k + 1 is called the result of e; the tentacle which con- 
nects vi, ie {1, ..., k}, with e (or Vk+l with e), is called outgoing from v,. (or incom- 
ing to Vk+l, respectively). Some nodes of the hypergraph may be distinguished; 
they are called external nodes and their order is indicated by natural numbers. 
FIG. 1. A hypergraph. 
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FIG. 2. Application of the rule X ~ h, where X has rank 4. 
The derivation mechanism of cfhg grammars i  an easy edge replacement: for two 
hypergraphs 41 and 42 over some ranked alphabet, 4~ can be rewritten to 42 by 
replacing some X-labeled edge e of 41 (where X is a nonterminal) by the right-hand 
side h of some rule X ~ h and by pairwise identifying the nodes that were incident 
with e in 41 with the external nodes of h (cf. Fig. 2); the number of external nodes 
of h equals the rank of X. Now td-tg transducers can be understood as cfhg gram- 
mars of which the derivations are controlled by an input tree, in the sense that the 
nonterminals of the grammar correspond to pairs (state, input subtree} of the 
transducer. In the formal model of td-tg transducers we use input trees over some 
ranked alphabet. This can be understood as considering a one-sorted abstract 
syntax; the many-sorted case can be easily superposed on our model. 
Formally, a td-tg transducer M consists of three ranked alphabets Q, 22, and A 
of states, input symbols, and output symbols, respectively, an initial state qin of rank 
1, and a finite set R of rules of the form: 
(q, a(xl .... , xk)}--* h, (,) 
where q is a state, aeZ with rank k~>0, xl ,  ..., xk are subtree variables, and h is 
a hypergraph in which the edges are labeled either by output symbols or by pairs 
(q', xj} where q' is a state and xjs  {x 1 ..... xk}. The number of external nodes of 
h is equal to the rank of q. Moreover, we require that for every pair q and o-, there 
is exactly one rule with left-hand side (q, a(xl,..., xk)} in M; i.e., we only consider 
total deterministic td-tg transducers. A rule like (,)  expresses that the q-translation 
of an input (sub)tree a(sl ..... sk) is the graph h in which every edge with label 
(q', x j )  is replaced by the q'-translation of the tree sj. Thus, similar to top-down 
tree transducers, the q-translation of cr(si ..... sk) does not depend on its context. 
The set R of rules induces a derivation relation ~,  where the application of a 
rule (*) to a (q, a(si .... , sk)}-labeled edge e of a sentential form 4 consists of three 
steps: e is replaced by h, e-incident nodes in 4 are identified with corresponding 
external nodes of h as in the derivation mechanism of cfhg grammars, and every xj 
is replaced by sj. The induced derivation relation ~ is confluent and noetherian 
(cf., respectively, [Hue80, Der87] for these notions). Thus, for every tree s over 22, 
M computes exactly one hypergraph g over output symbols only, such that 
sing((qin, s}) =~ g, where sing((qin, s)) is the hypergraph which consists of one 
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(qi,, s)-labeled edge and one node v; v is incident with e and it is an external node. 
The hypergraph g is called the translation of the tree s. We associate with M the 
mapping z(M), called the tree-to-(hyper)graph translation of M, which maps an 
input tree to its translation. We note that, since sing((qi n, s)) has one external 
node and since ~ preserves the number of external nodes of sentential forms, the 
translation of s also has one external node (this restriction is not essential, but it 
is assumed here because we will investigate tree-generating td-tg transducers only; 
the external node represents the root of the tree). 
The main advantage of having output graphs rather than trees, i~ the fact that 
graphs can represent trees with shared common subtrees. In fact, in this paper we 
focus our attention on the so-called tree-generating td-tg transducers M. For such 
transducers, every computation results in a hypergraph which is acyclic and in 
which every node has exactly one incoming tentacle. Such a hypergraph (called 
"jungle") represents a tree (cf. [Cou88, HK87a, Hab92, HKP91])  and, in its turn, 
this tree can be interpreted in a semantic domain of appropriate signature. 
Intuitively, a tree is obtained from a jungle g by unfolding g, starting from the 
(unique) external node. Let g = z(M)(s) be the translation of some input tree s and 
let tree(g) denote the tree which is obtained by unfolding g. Then we can associate 
with M a tree-to-tree translation, denoted by zt(M) and defined by zt(M)(s)= 
tree(g). Let tgtT denote the class of tree-to-tree translations computed by 
tree-generating td-tg transducers (where tgtT stands for "tree-to-graph-to-tree 
translations"). 
We remark that recently another formalization of the concept of syntax-directed 
translation was introduced [EH92] which is also based on cfhg grammars: the 
cfhg-based syntax-directed translation schemes (for short, cts). There the starting 
point is a usual context-free grammar G. For the description of the translation a
production of some appropriate tree-generating cfhg-grammar is associated to every 
production of G. In [EH92] it is proved that cts have the same power as attribute 
grammars with respect o string-to-value translations. 
In this paper we investigate the translation power of tree-generating td-tg trans- 
ducers and, in particular, compare it to the power of another formalization of the 
concept of syntax-directed translation: the macro tree transducer. These are par- 
ticular term rewriting systems in which the left-hand side and the right-hand side 
of every rule are trees over states, output symbols, and rewrite variables. Intuitively, 
macro tree transducers are top-down tree transducers in which the translation of a 
subtree of an input tree depends on its context. Let MT denote the class of tree-to- 
tree translations computed by (total deterministic) macro tree transducers. We 
prove that tree-generating td-tg transducers have the same translation power as 
macro tree transducers, i.e., tgtT=MT. (Thus, they are more powerful than cts.) 
Actually, we can design the proof of this equation in such a way that the closure 
of td-tg transducers under regular look-ahead is obtained as a by-product. The 
notion of regular look-ahead was introduced in [Eng77] for top-down tree trans- 
ducers and has been proved useful in many situations [-Eng77, EV85, FV89a, 
FV89b]. In a td-tg transducer M with regular look-ahead, the applicability of a 
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rule (q, a(xl, ..., xk))  ~ h is subjected to an additional test. More precisely, before 
applying the rule to an edge with label (q, a(sl ..... sk)), M can test whether the 
trees sl .... , sk belong to certain regular tree languages. Then, closure under regular 
look-ahead means that the addition of this test does not increase the class of tree- 
to-tree translations computable by td-tg transducers. Thus we prove that tgtT R= 
MT= tgtT, where tgtT R denotes the class of tree translations computed by td-tg 
transducers with regular look-ahead. We note that macro tree transducers are 
closed under regular look-ahead [EV85 ]. 
Before exposing the structure of this paper, we briefly discuss the two directions 
MT~_ tgtT and tgtT R ~_ MT of the proof of our main theorem. The construction 
involved in the inclusion MT~ tgtT can be considered as the formalization of a 
hyperedge-replacement implementation of macro tree transducers. This is achieved 
by sharing common subtrees which occur at different places in the right-hand side 
of a rule of the macro tree transducer. The resulting graphs are particular hyper- 
graphs called parjungles. Thus, the macro tree transducer is turned into a td-tg 
transducer in which the right-hand side of each rule is a parjungle. The sharing does 
not change the computed tree-to-tree translation, because we consider in this paper 
only total deterministic macro tree transducers in which for every input tree s and 
state q, there is a unique q-translation of s. Hence, every occurrence of one subtree 
is eventually rewritten to the same tree over output symbols. 
The main idea of the more involved proof of tgtT Rc_MT is the following: 
first, translate a tree-generating td-tg transducer M with regular look-ahead into 
a td-tg transducer M' with regular look-ahead which computes the same tree-to- 
tree translation as M and in which the right-hand sides of all rules are par- 
jungles; second, construct an equivalent macro tree transducer M" with regular 
look-ahead by unfolding the right-hand sides of rules of M' ;  third, since macro 
tree transducers are closed under regular look-ahead, M" can be turned into an 
equivalent macro tree transducer without regular look-ahead. It turns out that, 
for the most natural construction of M' from M, M' has to inspect the subtrees 
s~ ..... sk for additional properties when applying a rule (q, o-(xa ..... xk))--*h to 
an edge with label (q, a(s~, ..., sk) ). This inspection can be done by regular 
look-ahead, because the additional properties can be described by regular tree 
languages. Note that M' has to perform two such inspections: one inspection is 
taken over from M and the second inspection is due to the construction of M'. 
However, since the class of regular tree languages is closed under intersection, 
this double inspection can be realized simultaneously with just one regular 
look-ahead. 
This paper is organized in six sections. In Section 2 basic notations are collected 
and trees and hypergraphs are defined (and, in particular, the representation of
trees by (par)jungles). In Section 3 td-tg transducers and td-tg transducers with 
regular look-ahead are defined formally. We prove that, by adding regular look- 
ahead, td-tg transducers can be assumed to have properties which are useful in the 
proof of the inclusion tgtT R c MT. In Section 4 macro tree transducers without and 
with regular look-ahead are recalled. In Section 5 the implementation f macro tree 
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transducers by hyperedge-replacement is formalized by relating them to particular 
td-tg transducers; this proves the inclusion MTc_ tgtT. In Section 6 we prove the 
inclusion tgtT R ~_ MT. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Notations 
The empty set is denoted by ~.  For an arbitrary set A, the powerset of A is 
denoted by ~(A). For n~>0, [n] = {1 .... , n}; in particular, [0] = ~.  N denotes the 
set {0, 1, 2 .... } of natural numbers and N+ = N-  {0} denotes the set of positive 
integers. 
A word is a finite sequence. The empty word is denoted by 2. For a set A, A*, 
and A + denote the sets of words over A and of words over A with at least length 
1, respectively. For a word w = a la2""  ak ~ A + with ai ~ A for i e [k],  ai is denoted 
by w(i). The length of a word w is denoted by lg(w). 
The infinite set Y= { Yl, Y2 .... ) is called the set of parameters and the infinite set 
X= {x~, x2 .... } is called the set of subtree variables. For m~>0, Ym= {Yl .... , Ym) 
andXm={Xl  .... ,x~}. 
Let v be a word and let Ul ..... un and vl, ..., vn be two lists of words for some 
n >/0, such that no word occurs twice in the first list. If the words us .... , un occur 
in v without any overlapping, then v[u~/v~, ..., Un/Vn] is the word obtained from v 
by replacing every occurrence of ui by v~ for every ie I-n]. 
2.2. Ranked Alphabets and Trees 
A ranked set is a tuple (F, rankr), where F is a (possible infinite) set and 
rankr :F~N is a mapping; for every k>>.O, F (~)={7~F[rankr (7 )=k }. If F is 
known from the context, then it is dropped from rankr. We also write 7 (k) to 
denote the fact that 7 has rank k. If A is a set, then (F, A ) denotes the ranked set 
{ (7, a ) r 7 ~ F and a ~ A } with rank ( r, ~ > ( (7, a )  ) = rankr (7). A ranked alphabet F 
is a finite ranked set. 
Let F be a ranked alphabet. Then dec(F) denotes the ranked alphabet 
(F-- F (°), rank') with rank'(7) = rankr(7) - 1 for every 7 ~ F -  F(°/; inc(F) denotes 
the ranked alphabet (F, rank') with rank'(7 ) = rankr(7) + 1. 
Let F be a ranked set and let A be a set. The set of (finite, labeled, and ordered) 
trees over F indexed by A, denoted by T(F )  (A), is the smallest set T such that (i) 
A ~ T and (ii) if 7 e F(k) with k ~< 0 and ta, ..., tk e T, then 7(t~, ..., tk) s T. In case 
k=0,  we identify 7( ) with 7. In particular, T(F )  (~)  is denoted by T(F ) .  Thus, 
viewing the symbols of A as symbols of rank 0, T(F}  (A)=T(FuA) .  A set 
L ~_ T (F )  is called a tree language. 
Let t ~ T (F ) .  The set of subtrees of t, denoted by sub(t), is defined inductively 
as follows: for t=7(tx,.. . ,  tk) with 7eF  (k), k~>0, and tl,... , tkET(F ) ,  sub(t)= 
{t}wU {sub(t~)liE[k]}. The height of t, denoted by height(t), is defined by: 
height(t) = 1 + max{height(t~)[iE k]  } if t ¢ F (°) and height(t) = 1 if t e F (°). 
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A finite state (determinbtic bottom-up) tree automaton (without final states) is a 
tuple B = (P, 22, 6), where P and 27 are finite sets of states and ranked input sym- 
bols, respectively, and 6= {6~}~x is the family of transition functions where 
6~: pk__.p for every o-eS (k). The transition function extends to a function 
~: T (S) - - .P  by the following recursive definition [TW68, GS84]: for ~e27 (°), 
~'(c~)=6~, and for ~27 (k) with k~>l and tl .... , tkST(Z) ,  3"(0"(tl,...,tk))= 
. . . . .  
2.3. Hypergraphs 
Let F be a ranked set. A (directed, edge-labeled) hypergraph over F is a tuple 
g = ( V, E, lab, nod, ext), where V is a finite set of nodes (or vertices), E is a finite set 
of hyperedges (or just edges), lab: E ~ F is the edge labeling function, nod: E ~ V* 
is the incidence function such that, for every e ~ E, lg(nod(e))= rankr(lab(e)), and 
ext E V* is a word of external nodes. The nodes of V which do not occur in ext, are 
called internal nodes. 
For a given hypergraph g, its components are denoted by Vg, Eg, labg, nodg, and 
extg, respectively. Let e s Eg and node(e ) = v l . "  vk with vl, ..., v k e Vg. The rank of 
e, denoted by rankg(e), is k; if k~> 1, then vi with ie [k] is called i-incident with e 
or e-incident. 
If lg(extg)= k, then g is called a k-hypergraph and is said to be of rank k, also 
denoted by rank(g). For every ranked set F, the set of (k-)hypergraphs over F is 
denoted by HGR(F)  (k-HGR(F), respectively). Two hypergraphs g, h over F are 
disjoint if VgC~ Vh= ~ and Egt~ Eh= ~.  
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the ranked alphabet F= {6 (3), cr (2), 7 (1), e(o)}. Figure 3 
shows a three-hypergraph g over F, where Vg = {v~, v2, v3}, Eg = {e~, e2, e3, e4}, 
labg(el) = ~, labg(e2) = 6, labg(e3) = a, and labg(e4) = 7, nodg(el) = 2, nodg(e2) = 
v2vav 1, nodg(e3)= v2v3, and nodg(e4)= v2, eXtg= V2VlV2. Note that this is the same 
hypergraph as in Fig. 1. 
61 [~ V2 
v~- 2 
63 O" 
FIG. 3. The hypergraph g over F. 
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Nodes and edges are indicated by fat circles and boxes, respectively (which are 
sometimes labeled by the denotation of the corresponding nodes and edges). An 
edge e with lg(nodu (e))= 2 is also drawn as a directed line (as in usual graphs), e.g., 
lg(nodg(e3)) = 2. An external node v is indicated by labels is, ..., it, if v = ext~(il)= 
. . . .  exte(ir), e.g., /)2 is labeled by 1 and 3, because /)2=extg(1)=extg(3). For
every edge e, its label is shown inside the box which represents e. Connections 
between a box and a fat circle are called tentacles. A tentacle between edge e and 
node v is labeled by a small natural number i if/) is/-incident with e; e.g.,/)2 is one- 
incident with e2. 
Actually, we view a hypergraph as an abstract graph which stands for the 
equivalence class of all concrete graphs that are isomorphic to h. However, in order 
to avoid technicalities, we deal with concrete graphs in all our definitions and 
constructions, taking isomorphic opies whenever necessary. 
For hypergraphs with one edge only, we introduce the following notation. Let 
7 ~ F~m) with m ~> 0. The singular hypergraph labeled by 7, denoted by sing(7), is the 
m-hypergraph ([m],  {e}, lab, nod, ext) with lab(e)= 7 and nod(e)= ext = 12-.. m 
(note that ext is a word of length m). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let b E F be a symbol of rank 3. The three-hypergraph sing(b) is 
shown in Fig. 4. 
The identification of nodes in a hypergraph is formalized as follows. Let g be a 
hypergraph and let R ~ Vg × Vg be a binary relation over the set of nodes of g. Let 
-R  denote the smallest equivalence relation over Vg which contains R and let 
O: Vg~ Vg/=R denote the canonical mapping to the set Vg/-R of equivalence 
classes. Then g/R denotes the hypergraph (V',Eg, labg, nod',ext'), where 
V'= V/=-R, for every e~Eg and i~ [rank(e)], nod'(e) (i)=O(nodg(e) (i)), and for 
every ie [rank(g)] ,  ext'(i)= ~b(eXtg(i)). 
Let g and h be hypergraphs. We say that h is a subgraph of g if Vh ~- Vg, Eh c Eg, 
and lab h and nodh are the restrictions of lab s and nodg, respectively, to E h. Note 
that ext h need not be equal to eXtg. We say that a subgraph o fg  is a full subgraph 
of g if every internal node v of h is also an internal node of g, and, for every edge 
e e Eg, if internal node v is incident with e, then e e E~. 
A 
1 2 
FI~. 4. The three-hypergraph sing(6). 
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2.4. Tree Representing Hypergraphs 
There are particular hypergraphs that can be considered as a space efficient 
representation f trees. The tree can be recovered from such a hypergraph g by unfold- 
ing g, starting at a particular external node that represents the root of the tree. The 
determinacy and termination of this unfolding is guaranteed by certain requirements. 
Here we distinguish between two types of such particular hypergraphs, viz. jungles 
(that represent trees) and parjungles (that represent trees with parameters). 
To represent trees over a ranked alphabet F, we consider hypergraphs over the 
ranked alphabet ine(F). In fact, for 7~F (k), a tree t=y( t  1 .... , tk) will be repre- 
sented by an edge e with lab(e)=7, together with representations of tl, ..., tk; if 
nod(e) = vl...vkv, then v represents the root of t, and vi represents the root of ti, 
i t  [k]. This leads to the following formal definitions. 
For a word w=al . . .akeA +, the set ar(w) of arguments of w is the set 
{al, ..., ak_l}, and the result of w, denoted by res(w), is ak. For a hypergraph g and 
an edge e of g with nodg(e)=vl ...vk, the set arg(e) of arguments of e is the set 
{v~ .... ,vk_l}, and the result of e, denoted by resg(e), is vk. In other words, 
ar e (e) = ar(nodg (e)) and resg (e) = res(nodg (e)). For a node v of g, the cardinality of 
reSg~(V) is called the indegree of v. For a node v with in-degree 1, the unique edge 
in resgl(v) will also be denoted by res~l(v). For instance, in the hypergraph g
shown in Fig. 3, arg(e2)= {Va, v2} and resg(e2)= vl. Moreover, every node ofg has 
in-degree 1. 
A path of g from node Vo to node vk is an element VoelVl ...ekv~ of Vg(EgVg)*, 
with v;e Vg and ejsEg, such that, for every j s  [k], Vj_a earg(efl and resu(ej)= vj. 
Then g is acyclic if no path of g contains a node twice, more precisely, for every 
path VoelV 1 ...ekvk of g and for every i , j~ {0 ..... k}, if i ¢ j ,  then vi¢v~. Clearly, 
the hypergraph shown in Fig. 3 is cyclic, because it contains the path vle2Vl. 
A jungle is an acyclic hypergraph of rank 1, of which every node has in-degree 1. 
EXaMeLE 2.3. Consider the ranked alphabet / '=  {~(3), 0"(2), 7(1) }. Figure5 
shows a jungle. Jungles represent rees. But we also need hypergraphs which 
1 3 
FIG. 5. A jungle. 
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represent rees with parameters, called parjungles (standing for "jungles with 
parameters"). Recall that Y= {yl, Y2, ...} is the set of parameters and for m ~> 0, 
Ym={yl,...,ym}. 
For m ~> 0, a parjungle with m parameters i an acyclic hypergraph g of rank 
m + 1, such that 
(1) eXtg(1), ..., extg(m) are all distinct, 
(2) eXtg(1) ..... ext,(m) have in-degree 0, and 
(3) every node v¢ {eXtg(1), ..., extg(m)} has in-degree 1. 
Note that extu(m+ 1) has in-degree 0 if it is in {extg(1) ..... eXtg(m)}, but it has 
in-degree 1 if it is not in {extg(1), ..., eXtg(m)}. Note also that a jungle is the same 
as a parjungle with zero parameters. 
Let g be a parjungle over F with m parameters. The tree represented by g, 
denoted by tree(g), is the tree ~(extg(m+l)), where the mapping v:Vg~ 
T(dec(F ) )  (I1,,) is defined recursively by 
(i) if v is an external node eXtg(i) for some i6 [m], then r(v) = yi, and 
(ii) otherwise z(v) = 7(~(vl) .... , v(vp)), where 7 = labg (reSg~(V)) and vl...vpv = 
nodg(reSgl(V)). 
Note that, if g is a jungle, then tree(g) ~ T(dec(F)). 
The function z is also refered to as the unfolding function of g. Note that ~ prunes 
off the parts of g that are not connected with the external node m + 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider the ranked alphabet F= {v (4), 6 (3), 0 "(2), 7(1)}. Figures 
6a, b, and c show parjungles gl, g2, and g3 with two parameters, respectively. 
g l  , ~ , g2  3 g3  
3v2 v ,~ v2 ,
(~) (u) 
FIG. 6. Parjungles g~, g2, and g3. 
(¢) 
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Obviously, the parjungles are only different with respect o the third external node. 
Let us compute, for g~, g2, and g3, the represented tree: 
tree(g1) = ~gl (vl) = 6(~g 1(v2), "%1 (/94)) 
= 6(O-(~'gl (V3)), V("~gl (/)3) , "Cgl (~)5) , ~gl (~)6)) 
= b(a(Yl), v(Yl, Y2, 7)). 
Similarly, Zg2(V2) and Zg 3(v3) are computed: 
tree(g2) = %2 (v2) = o-(yl) ,
tree(g3) = "cg3 (v3) = Yl. 
Note finally that for the jungle g of Fig. 5, tree(g) = 6(6(7, a(7)), a(7)). 
3. ToP-DOWN TREE-TO-GRAPH TRANSDUCERS 
In this section we formally define the top-down tree-to-graph transducer and its 
tree-generating version. Moreover, we enrich this formalism by adding the 
possibility of checking the input tree by means of regular look-ahead. We prove a 
useful normal form for top-down tree-to-graph transducers, provided they are 
equipped with regular look-ahead. Recall that X= {Xl, x2, ... } is the set of subtree 
variables, and that Xk = {X~ ..... Xk} for k t> 0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A top-down tree-to-graph 
ducer) is a tuple M = (Q, Z, A, qin, R), where 
k >/0 there is exactly one rule of the form 
(q, a(xl, ..., Xk)) ~h,  
where h e m-HGR((Q, X k) w A). 
The rule rc of M of the form (q ,a (X l , . . . ,Xk) )~h 
transducer (for short, td-tg trans- 
Q is a ranked alphabet of states 
22 and A are ranked alphabets of input and output symbols, respectively 
qin e Q is the initial state of rank 1 
R is a finite set of rules; for every q e Q('~ with m/> 0 and a ~ S (k~ with 
(,) 
is called the (q, cr)-rule 
of M and h is also denoted by rhs(rc) or rhs(q,a). Intuitively, the rule 
(q, cr(Xl, ..., xk)) ~ h expresses that the q-translation of an input tree a(sl .... , sk) is 
the graph h in which every edge with label (q', xj)  is replaced by the q'-translation 
of sj (cf. Lemma 3.12). 
An output labeled (state labeled) edge of rhs(n) is an edge that is labeled by some 
output symbol (pair (q', xj), where q' is a state and xj is a subtree variable, respec- 
tively). 
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EXAMPLE 3.2 (cf. [Lau88, EH92]). Consider the td-tg transducer M= 
(Q, S, A, qin, R) with Q = t~in~'r'(1), q(4)}, S= {7 (1), ~(0)}, and A = {6 (3), o-(2)}. The set 
R = {rq, roe, %, re4} of rules is shown in Fig. 7. 
For every input tree, the td-tg transducer M outputs two concentric ircles which 
are connected by radial lines (cf. Fig. 8). Actually, M translates 7n(~) into such a 
hypergraph with 2 n connecting lines. 
The restriction in Definition 3.1 that there is exactly one (q, ~r)-rule for every q 
and a, means that we consider "total deterministic" td-tg transducers. Without this 
~1 = (q , . ,7 (x l ) ) - - ,  
c r o- o o 
7r~ = (qi~, a)  --+ 
4 a a 3 
1 2 
~r 4 = (q, a )  • 3 ,4  
• 1,2 
FIG. 7. Rules of M. 
571/49/2-10 








FIG. 8. Translation f 7(~(c0) by M. 
restriction the nondeterministic td-tg transducer is obtained, which is not studied in 
this paper. 
From the point of view of controlled grammars, td-tg transducers are context-free 
hypergraph grammars (cfhg grammars) of which the derivations are controlled by 
input trees. In this sense, (nondeterministic) td-tg transducers generalize ETOL- 
systems (investigated, e.g., in [GR75, Asv77, Lan83, ERS80, Eng76, Eng86a, 
Eng86b]), where a context-free grammar is controlled by strings of tables and 
tables are finite collections of productions. Thus, the generalization is twofold: we 
consider cfhg grammars and control trees rather than context-free grammars and 
control strings. The reader is refered to [Eng76, ERS80] for the fact that the 
parallelism inherent in ETOL systems can be replaced by using a sequence of tables 
as distributed control (cf. [Eng86a-1 for a discussion of the concept of grammar 
with control or, equivalently, with storage). By generalizing in just one direction, 
two other formalisms are obtained. Context-free grammars with control trees are 
essentially top-down tree transducers ( ee [Eng86a, ERS80]). Cfhg grammars with 
control strings are the appropriate generalization f ETOL systems to graph gram- 
mars: they are cfhg grammars with parallel rewriting as introduced in [Kre92]. 
Generalizing the result of [Eng76], it is not difficult to prove that such parallel cfhg 
grammars generate the class of ranges of (nondeterministic) td-tg transducers that 
have a monadic input alphabet 27 (i.e., every symbol in 27 has rank 1 or 0). 
The definition of derivation relation is prepared by the general notion of hyper- 
graph substitution [BC87, HK87a, HK87b] see Fig. 2. Roughly speaking, in a 
hypergraph g, an edge e of rank rn is replaced by a hypergraph h with rn external 
nodes by pairwise identifying the nodes that are incident with e, with corresponding 
external nodes. (Put your fingertips together and think about it.) 
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DEFINITION 3.3. For a ranked alphabet F, let g en-HGR(F) with n~>0. Let 
e ~ Eg with rank m ~> 0 and let h e m-HGR(F) such that g and h are disjoint. The 
substitution of h for e in g, denoted by g[e/h], is the n-hypergraph f /R over F 
defined as follows: 
• v i=v~v ~ 
• E f=(Eg-{e})UEh 
• labf is lab h ~d labg restricted to Eu 
• nodf is nodh u nodg restricted to E I 
• ext f :  eXtg, and 
• R= {(u, v)e Vfx Vf[u=nodg(e)(i) and v=exth(i) for some i t  [m]}. 
For a hypergraph g, a set E'~_Eg of edges, and a family {h(e)}~E, of hyper- 
graphs, with rank(h(e)) = rank(e) for every e e E', we define g[e/h(e); e e E'] to be 
g[el/h(el)]... [eJh(er)], where E'- -  {e 1, ..., er}. It is an easy observation that the 
result of this simultaneous substitution does not depend on the order of the single 
substitutions. For a set F ' _ / "  of symbols, and a family {h(7)}~r, of hypergraphs, 
with rank(h(v))=rank(7 ) for every 7eF ' ,  we define g[7/h(7);veF'] to be 
g[e/h(labg(e)); ee E'], where E'= {eE Eg[ labg(e) e F'}. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let M= (Q, X, A, q~n, R) be a td-tg transducer. The derivation 
relation ~ of M is a binary relation on HGR(<Q, T<S>>uA) such that, 
for every 41,~2eHGR(<Q,  T<S>>~A) ,  4l ~=A~42 iff there is a rule 
(q, o-(xl ..... xk)> ~ h in R, there is an edge e ~ E¢,, and there are Sl ..... sk ~ T<S>, 
such that 
(a) lab¢,(e) = (q, a(Sl, ..., sk)>, and 
(b) 42 is isomorphic to 41 [e/h'], where h' is obtained from h by replacing 
every edge label <q', xj> by the label <q', sj> (and then, if necessary, taking an 
isomorphic opy disjoint with 41). 
We note that, if 4, is an n-hypergraph and 41 ::> 42, then 42 is an n-hypergraph 
too. Sometimes it is useful to add particular information to the denotation of the 
derivation step: If rule ~= <q, o-(xl ..... xk)>--->h of M has been applied to edge e 
of 41 resulting in the hypergraph 42, then this step is also denoted by 
41 ~ 42. 
Just as for right-hand sides of rules, we define an output labeled (state labeled) 
edge of a hypergraph g ~ HGR(<Q, T<S> > u A) to be an edge of g that is labeled 
by an element of A (of (Q, T(2:> >, respectively). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the td-tg transducer M of Example 3.2. Figure 9 shows 
a derivation of M starting with sing(<qin, 7(e)>). 
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A derivation of M starting at sing((qin, 7(c~))). 
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Before we define the tree-to-graph translation computed by a td-tg transducer, 
we first prove that the derivation relations of these devices are locally confluent (cf. 
[Hue80] for this notion) and noetherian; i.e., for every td-tg transducer M, there 
does not exist an infinite sequence C~ =~ 42 =:~ 43 ==if" '" for hypergraphs 
C1, C2, 43, ... (cf. [Der87] for a survey about termination of rewriting). Thus, 
is confluent. 
LEMMA 3.6. For every td-tg transducer M, ~ is locally confluent. 
Proof Given a td-tg transducer M, it is an easy observation that, if C ~ Co 
and C ~ C1 for hypergraphs C,Co, 41 with C0 ~ C1, then there is a hypergraph C' 
such that C; ~C '  for ie{0, 1}: Since Co and C~ are obtained by applying two 
rules zc o and rc I of M to two distinct edges eo and el of C, respectively and these 
derivation steps do not interfere, C' can be obtained from Ci by applying rule n l - i  
to el i- In fact, Co[el/rhs(rcl)J=C[eo/rhs(rco)][el/rhS(nl)J=4[el/rhs(rq)] 
[eo/rhs(%)] = C1 [eo/rhs(rco)] = 4' (cf. the observation following Definition 3.3). 
Thus M=~ is locally confluent. | 
The property of ~ of being noetherian can be proved in a standard way using 
multisets. 
LEMMA 3.7. For every td-tg transducer M, ~ is noetherian. 
Proof Consider a hypergraph  in HGR((Q,  T (L ' ) )  wA). Construct he mul- 
tiset multi-height(h) of heights of all the input subtrees which occur in state-labeled 
edges of h. It is clear that, for every derivation step h =:if. h', the multiset multi- 
height(h) decreases to multi-height(h') in the multiset ordering >>~ which is induced 
by the usual ordering >N on N, i.e., multi-height(h) >>~ multi-height(h'). Since >~ 
is well-founded, also >>~ is well-founded [DM79]. Hence there cannot be an 
infinite derivation. | 
By Lemma 2.4 of [Hue80], it follows from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 that, for every 
td-tg transducer M = (Q, X, A, qin, R), the relation ~ is confluent. Since, in total, 
is confluent and noetherian, every sentential form C has a unique normal form; 
i.e., there is a unique hypergraph g with output labeled edges only such that 
C M=~ * g. In particular, this holds for C = sing((q, s }) for some state q and input 
tree s. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let M = (Q, X, A, qin, R) be a td-tg transducer, q~ Q, and 
s e T(Z:). The q-translation of s, denoted by M(q, s), is the unique hypergraph 
geHGR(A),  such that sing((q, s}) * ~g.  
Note that, if q has rank m, then sing((q, s}) is an m-hypergraph. Since the 
derivation relation preserves the rank of hypergraphs, also M(q, s) has rank m. 
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DEFINITION 3.9. Let M=(Q,  22, A, qin, R) be a td-tg transducer. M is tree- 
generating if, for every s E T(27>, the one-hypergraph M(q~n, s) is a jungle. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let M= (Q, 27, A, qin, R)  be a td-tg transducer: 
(a) The tree-to-graph translation computed by M is the mapping 
~(M):/'(27)--* HGR(A), such that v(M)(s)= M(qin, s) for every s ~ T (S) .  
(b) If M is tree-generating, then the tree-(to-graph)-to-tree translation com- 
puted by M is the mapping vt(M): T<27)-T(dec(A)>, such that rt(M)(s)= 
tree(M(qin, s)) for every s e T(27>. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Consider the td-tg transducer M= (Q, S, A, qin, R) with 
Q = ~,,(1) q(2)}, 27= {7(1), ~(o)}, and A = {6 ~3), /~(a)}. The rules ~1,rc2, re3, g4 of  M /"/in 
are shown in Fig. 10. 
For the input tree 7n(e), M computes the jungle mon(n)=({O .... ,2n}, 
{ei lO~i~2n},  lab, nod, ext) with lab(eo)=~ and nod(eo)=O, and for every 
1 <<. i <<. 2 ~, lab(ei) = 6 and nod(e~) = (i - 1 )(i - 1 ) i, ext = 2 n (cf. Fig. 1 1 ). That means 
~(M)(7"(c~)) =mon(n). Clearly, the unfolding of mon(n) yields a full binary tree 
bin(n) over dec(A) of height 2~+1. Hence tree(mon(n))=bin(n), and so 
"ct (M)(7"(~)) = bin(n). 
7r2 = ( qi,,, o~) 
7rt = (qi~, ~'(Xl)) "--~ 
~3 = (q ,7 (x t ) )  ---~ 
1 
FIG. 10. Rules of M. 
1 
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e2--1[ 6 I 
V 2- 
CO 
Fro. 11. The jungle mon(n). 
Two td-tg transducers MI and M 2 are  equivalent if they compute the same tree- 
to-graph translation, i.e., z(M1)= z(M2). The class of all tree-to-graph translations 
computed by td-tg transducers i denoted by tgT. For tree-generating td-tg trans- 
ducers, the class of computed tree-to-tree translations i  denoted by tgtT. It is 
straightforward to prove that the translation of an input tree by a td-tg transducer 
M can be characterized inductively as follows (the proof needs the associativity of 
hypergraph substitution, see [Cou87a]). 
LEgMA 3.12. Let M= (Q, Z, A, qin, R) be a td-tg transducer. For every q e Q, 
asZ  (k) with k>~O, ands1 ..... Sk~ T(Z) ,  
M(q, a(sa ..... sk)) = rhs(q, a) [<q', xj>/M(q', sj);<q', xj> E <Q, Xk>]. 
In the remainder of this section we prove a normal form result for td-tg trans- 
ducers M (with regular look-ahead). This normal form is motivated by our wish 
that M has the "subgraph property," i.e., that, in the equation of Lemma 3.12, 
every M(q', sj) is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of M(q, a(sl ..... sk)). This may not 
be true if rhs(q, a) contains a "loop," i.e., an edge e with label (q', xj) such that 
nodrhs(q.~)(e  contains a repetition of nodes (because then some external nodes of 
M(q', sj) are possibly identified in M(q, a(sl .... , Sk))). For this reason we will 
require M to be "loop-free." 
DEFINITION 3.13. Let M= (Q, Z', A, qin, R) be a td-tg transducer. An edge e of 
a hypergraph  is loop-free if for every i, j e  [rank(e)], i¢ j  implies nodh(e)(i)¢ 
nodh(e)(j ). A hypergraph  in HGR((Q,  T(Z) )uA)  or in HGR((Q,  X )uA)  is 
loop-free if all the state labeled edges of h are loop-free. M is loop-free if rhs(rc) is 
loop-free for every zc E R. 
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But even for a loop-flee td-tg transducer it may not be true that every M(q', sj) 
is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of M(q, cr(sl ..... sk) ). This may go wrong if the 
sequence of external nodes of M(q', sj) contains a repetition of nodes (because then 
some of the nodes of rhs(q, a) that are incident with a (q', xj)-labeled edge are 
possibly identified in M(q, a(sl,..., s~)), possibly leading to a loop in another state 
labeled edge). For this reason we will require each right-hand side h of a rule of M 
to be "identification-free," which means that exth is a sequence of distinct nodes. 
DEFINITION 3.14. Let M = (Q, 22, A, qin, R) be a td-tg transducer. A hypergraph 
h is identification-free if, for every i, jE [rank(h)], ivaj implies exth(i)#exth(j). 
M is identification-free if rhs(rc) is identification-free for every rc • R. 
For instance, the hypergraph g shown in Fig. 3 is not loop-free, because 
nodu(e2)(2) =nodg(e2)(3)=vl, and not identification-free, because extg(1)= 
eXtg (3) = v2. 
Now we show that td-tg transducers which are loop-free and identification-free 
have the "subgraph property." For the notion of full subgraph, see Section 2.3. 
LEIvIMA 3.15. Let M= (Q, Z, A, qin, R) be a loop-free and identification-free 
td-tg transducer. Then: 
(1) for every q•  Q and s•  T(22), M(q, s) is identification-free, and 
(2) for every q • Q, a • Z(k) with k >>. O, and sl, ..., Sk • T (Z} ,  if (q', xj) occurs 
in rhs(q, ~r), then M(q', sj) is a full subgraph of M(q, a(Sl, ..., sk)). 
Proof Statement (1) can be shown by induction on the structure of s, using 
Lemma 3.12. It is easy to see, in general, that if g and h are identification-free, then 
so is g[e/h]. Statement (2) then follows from Lemma 3.12 and the general fact that 
if g is loop-free, e is a state labeled edge of g, and h is identification-free, then h is 
a subgraph of g[e/h] and g[e/h] is loop-free. Note that, in general, if h is a 
subgraph of g[e/h], then it is a full subgraph of g[e/h]. ] 






Fro. 3[2. (a) One node with 2n loops; (b) two nodes with n loops each. 
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(qi,~, 7(xl)) ---+ (qi,~, a) --+ 
I/o  ,xl> I 
1 • 
11¢  c~ 
1 • 
2 • 
(odd, ~(Xa)) --, (odd, ~) 
1 1¢  ° 1 ,2 -  
I r 
FIG. 13. Rules of the td-tg transducer M. 
We first consider the problem of identification-freeness. Not  every td-tg trans- 
ducer can be transformed into an equivalent identification-free td-tg transducer. 1 
For instance, consider the tree-to-graph translation ~: T(Z)~HGR(A)  with 
Z = {7 (1), a(°)}, A = {a(2)}, such that if n is odd, then ~(Tna) = loop(2n), and if n is 
even, then z(V'oO=double-loop(n), where the hypergraphs loop(2n) and double- 
loop(n) are shown in Figs. 12a and b, respectively. Clearly, ~ can be computed by 
the td-tg transducer M= ({qin, even, odd}, 2~, A, qi., R), where even and odd have 
rank 2, and the rules are shown in Fig. 13. Note that M is not identification-free. 
1 This fact and the following counterexample have been communicated o us by the referee. 
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It is easy to prove that z cannot be computed by a (deterministic !) identification- 
free td-tg transducer. Note that M is not tree-generating. We do not know whether 
every tree-generating td-tg transducer can be transformed into an equivalent 
identification-free td-tg transducer. 
However, if we enrich td-tg transducers with some capability of inspecting its 
current input tree before applying a rule (such as looking whether it contains an 
odd or even number of 7's), then we can transform every td-tg transducer into an 
equivalent, identification-free td-tg transducer. The capability which is sufficient o 
reach this normal form of td-tg transducers is called regular look-ahead (cf. 
[Eng77, FV89a, FV89b] for top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead, 
and cf. [EV85] for macro tree transducers with regular look-ahead). 
DEFINITION 3.16. A top-down tree-to-graph transducer with regular look-ahead 
(for short, td-tg R transducer) is a tuple M= (Q, P, 22, A, qin, R, 6), where 
(P, 22, 6) is a finite state tree automaton, called the look-ahead automaton of 
M, and 
(Q, 27, A, qin, R) is a td-tg transducer in which the rules now have the form 
((q, cr(xt, ..., xk)), Pl, ..., pk)--*h 
with q, o', and h as in Definition 3.1 and p~ .... , Pk E P. Moreover, for every q e Q(m), 
aE27(k), Pl ..... pkEP  there is exactly one rule in R with left-hand side 
( (q ,  or(x1, ..., xk ) ) ,  p l ,  ..., pk). 
The definition of the derivation relation of a td-tg R transducer is exactly the same 
as the definition of the derivation relation of a usual td-tg transducer (cf. Defini- 
tion 3.4) with the following restriction: the rule which is applied has to reflect in its 
look-ahead states the properties of the subtrees a .... , Sk of the current input tree s. 
DEFINITION 3.17. Let M= (Q, P, 22, A, qin, R, 3) be a td-tg e transducer. The 
derivation relation =~ of M is a binary relation on HGR((Q,  T(22) )u  A) such 
that, for every ~l ,~2EHGR((Q,T (22) )uA) ,  ~1~2 iff there is a rule 
( (q ,a (x  1 ..... Xk ) ) ,p l , . . . ,pk )~h in R, there is an edge e~E¢l, and there are 
sl ..... Sk ~ T (Z) ,  such that 
(a) label(e)= (q, a(sl ..... sk))  and, for every i t  [k], 6(si)=Pi, and 
(b) as in Definition 3.4. 
Since Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 also hold for td-tg R transducers M, we can define 
M(q, s) as for td-tg transducers in Definition 3.8, and we can also take over Defini- 
tions 3.9 and 3.10. We denote the classes of tree-to-graph translations computed by 
td-tg R transducers and of tree-to-tree translations computed by tree-generating 
td-tg R transducers by tgT R and tgtT R, respectively. The analogue of Lemma 3.12 is 
as follows, where we use rhs(q, a, Pl ..... Pk) to denote the right-hand side of the 
unique rule with the left-hand side ((q, a(xl,..., Xk) ), P l,-.., Pk)" 
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LEMMA 3.18. Let M= (Q, P, 27, A, qin, R, c5) be a td-tg R transducer. For every 
q ~ Q, tr ~ 27(k) with k >>. O, and sl ..... sk E T (Z  ), 
M(q, ~(s  I . . . . .  Sk) ) 
=rhs(q, a,~(s~),...,J(sk)) [(q',xj)/M(q',sj); (q',xj) E (Q, Xk)]. 
Definitions 3.13 and 3.14 and Lemma 3.15 are also valid for td-tg R transducers. 
Let us show the identification-free td-tgR-transducer M= (Q, P, Z, A, qin, R, 6) 
which computes the tree-to-graph translation which is indicated in Fig. 12: 
Q= {qin, q}, P= {Pc, Po}, 6~( )=pc,  6~(p~)=po, and 6~(po)=p~. The rules are 
shown in Fig. 14. 
Note that every td-tg transducer M is equivalent with a td-tg R transducer M' ;  
consider the one-state tree automaton ({p},Z ,  6) and change every rule 
(q ,~r(x l , . . . ,xk) ) -oh of M into the rule ( (q ,~(x l  .... ,xk)) ,p, . . . ,p)- - - ,h of M'. 
From now on we will, in fact, identify M and M'. 
( (q~. ,7(x l ) ) ,p . ) -+ ((qin, 7(Xl)),po) cr 
11 
~r 
( (q ,7 (x l ) ) ,Pe) -~ 
1 1 
1 
((q~.,-)) ~ ((q, 4)) -~ 
1.  1 • 
° 2 ° 
FIG. 14. Rules of the identification-free td-tg R transducer M. 
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We now return to the problem of identification-freeness. An identification of 
external nodes ext(i) and ext( j )  can be represented by a pair (i, j )  e N x N. For a 
hypergraph g of rank m, define id(g) = {(i, j )  e [m] x [m] [eXtg(i) = eXtg(j)}, the 
identification information of g. The next elementary lemma relates identification and 
substitution. 
LEMMA 3.19. Let h, h I . . . .  , hr be hypergraphs, and let e I ..... er be distinct edges 
of  h. Then 
(1) id(h[ea/hl] .. . [e~/h~]) = id(h/S), and 
(2) h[e Jh l ] . . .  [eJhr] = (h/S) [e l /h i ] " "  [er/hr], 
where S= {(u, v)[u = nodh(ei)(c ) and v = nodh(ei)(d ) for some 1 <~ i<<, r and some 
c, de  id(hi) }. 
We now show that, for every td-tg transducer, there is a finite state tree 
automaton which computes, for every input tree s and every state q, the identifica- 
tion information of M(q, s). Let ID = ~(N x N) be the set of all identification sets. 
For a finite ranked set Q, let [Q --* ID] denote the (finite) set of mappings ~b from 
Q to ID, such that, for every q ~ Q with rank m, ~b(q) __q Ira] x [m]. In preparation 
for later use, we prove the existence of the finite state tree automaton for td-tg 
transducers with regular look-ahead. 
LEMMA 3.20. Let M= (Q, P, X, A, qin, R, 6) be a td-tg R transducer. There is a 
finite state tree automaton B M = (P', Z, 6'), such that P' = P x [Q --. ID] and, for 
every s e T (Z} ,  5'(s) = (5(s), ¢) with O(q) = id(M(q, s)) for every q e Q. 
Proof The family 5 '= {5'~}~z of transition functions is defined as follows. 
Let o -eS (k) for some k~>0, let Pa ..... pkeP ,  and let Ca, . . . , (~ke[Q~ID] .  For 
q eQ,  let rhs(q,a, pl  ..... Pk)/(¢l, . . . ,Ok) denote the hypergraph h/S, where 
h=rhs(q,  a, Pa,.. . ,Pk) and S= {(u,v)e Vhx Vh[there is an edge eeEh with 
l abh(e)=(q ' ,x j )  and there is a (c ,d)e¢ j (q ' ) ,  such that u=nodh(e) (c )  and 
v=nodh(e ) (d)}. We define 
C~;( (P l ,  q~l), "", (Pk, ~bk)) - -  (6~(P1  ... . .  P~:), q~) 
and for every q e Q, 
¢(q) = id(rhs(q, a, Pl ..... Pk)/(¢l, ..., Ck)). 
The statement of the lemma follows by induction on the structure of s by using 
the inductive characterization of the translation of a td-tg ~ transducer 
(Lemma3.18) and the fact that, if 5"(si)=(6"(si),¢i) for l<. i<,k,  then 
id((rhs(q, a, 5"(Sl) ..... 5(Sk))/(¢1 .... , (bk)) = id(rhs(q, ~, 5(sl), ..., 5(sk))[ (q', x j}/M(q' ,  sj); 
(q', xj } ~ (Q,  Xk) ]  ); i.e., with respect to identification of external nodes, the graphs 
rhs(q, a, 5"(Sl) ..... ~(Sk))/(()l ..... Ck) 
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7C1 ~- <qin,"f(Xl)) ---+ 
7r 2 = <q', "/(2~1) ) 2 
1 
~r3 = <q,c~> ~ 1,2 • 
F~G. 15. Some rules of M. 
and 
rhs(q, a, ~(Sl) .... ,5(sk)) [ (q ' ,  xj)/M(q',  sj); (q',  xj)  ~ <Q, Xk) ]  
are indistinguishable_ This fact follows directly from Lemma3.19(1),  
h=rhs(q ,  a, 6(Sl), ..., 6(Sk)) and hi=M(q' ,  sj). | 
with 
EXAMPLE 3.21. To illustrate the construction of the previous lemma, it 
suffices to consider a td-tg transducer with a trivial regular look-ahead; i.e., the 
finite state tree automaton has only one state. Consider the td-tg transducer 
M= (Q, P, X, A, qin, R, c5), where Q = ('/an~'tT!l), q(2), q,(3)}, p : {p}, and S and A are 
defined as in Example 3.11. Figure 15 shows some of the rules of M where we have 
dropped the look-ahead from the left-hand side; the other rules are not important 
here. Figure 16 shows a derivation of M starting with sing((qin, 7(7(ct))>). 
Now let us indicate how B M computes on 7(7(ct)): 
6"(a) = 6'~( ) = (p, ~b~) and 
(k(q)=id(rhs(q, ~, p)/( ) )= {(1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 1), (2, 2)} = [2]  x [2] ;  
a'(?(a)) = 6'~( 5'(c() = 6'~( (p, q~) = (p, qk~(~)) and 
~6'(q') = id(rhs(q', 7, p)/((b~)) = [3]  x [3]. 
1 
T :=~ 









Right-hand sides with identified external nodes. 
The graph rhs(q', 7, p)/(fb~) is shown in Fig. 17a; 
5'(V(7(e))) = 6'~ (6"(7(~))) = (p, ~b") and 
• ~b"(qi,)= id(rhs(qi~, 7, P)/(07(~l))= [1] x [1]. 
The graph rhs(qi~, 7, P)/(Or(~)) is shown in Fig. 17b. 
To prove that every td-tg transducer can be transformed into an equivalent iden- 
tification-free td-tg R transducer we use the same technique as was used in the proof 
of Lemma 3.2 of [EH91] for Cfhg grammars. However, here we do not guess iden- 
tification information, attach it to the nonterminals of the grammar, and later on 
verify (of falsify) that it is correct, but rather we use look-ahead to determine the 
correct identification i formation directly. Again we prove this equivalence transfor- 
mation immediately for td-tg transducers with regular look-ahead. 
LEMMA 3.22. For every td-tg R transducer there is an equivalent identification-free 
td-tg R transducer. 
Proof Let M= (Q, P, z ,  A, qin, R, 6) be a td-tg R transducer. First, we construct 
a so-called dynamically identification-free td-tg R transducer M' which is equivalent 
to M and, second, from M' we construct an identification-free td-tg R transducer 
M" with v(M)=z(M") .  Note that, for every a~S (k) and pl , . . . ,Pk~P, 
rhs(qin, a, Pl . . . . .  Pk) is trivially identification-free, because it is a hypergraph with 
one external node. 
A td-tg R transducer M'  is dynamically identification-free if the following holds: 
for all hypergraphs h and h' such that sing((qi , ,s))  * h' h ~ for some 
seT(Z) ,  and for all i,j~[rank(rhs(7~))], if extrhs(~)(i)=eXtrhs(~l(j), then 
nodh(e)(i) = nodh(e)(j). In other words, the application of rc does not identify dis- 
tinct nodes of h. 
Construct he td-tg R transducer M'= (Q, P', Z, A, qen, R', 6'), where (P', S, 6') is 
the finite state tree automaton BM from Lemma 3.20, and R' is defined as follows. 
Let ( (q ,  cr(X 1 . . . . .  xk) ) ,p l  ..... pk)~h be a rule in R. Then for every 
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¢2, ..., eke [Q--*ID], the rule ((q, o-(x 1 ..... Xk)}, (pl, ¢1) ..... (Pk, ~bk))~ h' is in R', 
where h'= h/S and S is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.20, i.e., S= {(u, v) I there 
is an edge eeEh with labh(e)= (q',xj} and there is a (c, d)e¢](q'), such that 
U = nodh(e)(c ) and v = nodh(e)(d)}. 
It is straightforward to show by induction on the structure of s that M'(q, s) = 
M(q, s) for every qe Q, using Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19(2). It remains to prove 
that M' is dynamically identification-free. First, it can easily be shown by induction 
on the length of the derivation sing((qin, s}) ~,  h that, for every edge e of h with 
label (q, s'}, if (i, j) e id(M(q, s')), then nodh(e)(i) = nodh(e)(j). In fact, this follows 
directly from the construction of M'. Now consider h ~ h', and let edge e 
have the label (q, s'}. If extrhs(~)(i) = extrhs(~)(j), then, by Lemma 3.18, (i, j )  
id(M'(q, s'))= id(M(q, s')); hence, by the previous fact, nOdh(e)(i)= nodh(e)(j). 
For the construction of M" we define for every hypergraph g the hypergraph 
split(g) which is an arbitrary, but fixed identification-free hypergraph of the same 
rank as g, such that split(g)/S= g, where S= {(eXtsplit(g)(i), eXtsplit(g)(j))[ (i, j) 
id(g)}. Intuitively, such a split(g) is obtained by splitting identified external 
nodes of g. Now construct the identification-free td-tg R transducer M"= 
(Q, P', s,  A, q~n, R", 6'), such that, if ((q, o-(x~ ..... xk)}, (p~, ¢~), ..., (Pk, Ck)) --* h is 
in R', then ((q, (r(xl, ..., Xk)}, (Pl, ¢1), ..., (Pk, ~bk))~ split(h) is in R". The correct- 
ness of M" is obvious from the fact that M' is dynamically identification-free. | 
EXAMPLE 3.23. Again, to illustrate the construction of the previous lemma, it 
suffices to consider a td-tg transducer without regular look-ahead. We choose M of 
Example 3.21. Clearly, M is not identification-free, because rhs(~2) and rhs(rc3) are 
hypergraphs which are not identification-free. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the 
dynamically identification-free td-tg R transducer M' (with ¢~(~)(q')= [3] x [3] and 
~b~ (q)= [2] x [2]) and the identification-free td-tg R transducer M" (with ¢~(~) and 
~b~ as in Fig. 18), respectively, as cons.tructed in Lemma 3.22. In both figures we 
have identified (p, ¢) with ¢. Figure 20 shows a derivation of M" starting with 
sing( (qi., 7(7(ct)) 7). 
((;,-~(xl)), ¢o) 
1 
( <qin,'~(Xl)>, ~/(~)) ---> 
~ 1,2,3 
((q,a)) ~ • 1,2 
FIG. 18. Dynamically identification-free td-tg • transducer M'. 
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((p, 7(~)), ~)  --+ 
(<q, a)) ---+ 
F~G. 19. 
~ 12 3 
1 
1 2 
Identification-flee td-tg R transducer M". 
Every identification-flee td-tg R transducer M = (Q, P, Z, A, qin, R, 8) can be 
transformed into an equivalent identification-free and loop-free td-tg R transducer. 
This statement also holds if the regular-look-ahead is dropped from M and M'. 
Consider a hypergraph  which has been derived from sing( qi,, s ) )  for some input 
tree s and consider an edge e of h which is labeled by (q, s ' )  for some state q and 
subtree s' of s. Moreover, assume that e has a "loop"; i.e., there are i, jE [rank(e)] 
with i ¢ j  such that nOdh(e)(i)= nodh (e)(j). A general observation about the deriva- 
tion relation of a td-tg transducer is the fact that nodes never split. Now consider 
any hypergraph g e HGR(A) which has been derived from sing((q, s' )). It follows 
from the general observation that external nodes i and j are identified, i.e., extg(i) 




=:~M" ~ ==~M" 
1 
FIG. 20. A derivation of M". 
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i and j of the edge e into one tentacle (cf. Theorem I. 4.6 of [Hab92] and Proposi- 
tion 2.4 of [EH92J). 
LEMMA 3.24. For every identification-free td-tg transducer M, there is an 
equivalent identification-free and loop-free td-tg transducer M'. The same statement 
holds if M and M' are td-tg • transducers. 
Proof Let M= (Q, s ,  A, qi,, R) be an identification-free td-tg transducer. We 
construct an identification-free and loop-free td-tg transducer M'  = (Q', 27, A, q~,, R') 
with z(M') = ~(M). 
Every new state in Q' contains a partition of the set of the original tentacles with 
the intention that tentacles in one set lead to the same node. The elements of the 
partition are called loop sets. 
Q' = { (q, n, L1, ..., Ln) [q e Q, n/> 0, (L1 ,  ..., L, } is a partition of [rankQ (q)] } 
with rankQ,((q, n, L1 ..... L , ) )=n.  The initial state q~n of M'  is (qi~, 1, {1}). 
For A = (q, n, L1 .... , Ln )e  Q', we denote q as LAB(A), n as NUM(A), and for 
every a e In], La as L(A, a). For the construction of R' consider the rule 
(q, o-(x~ ..... xk))--* h in R and let A e Q' with LAB(A)= q. 
First, from h and A, we derive for every state labeled edge of h its new label 
which contains the list of appropriate loop sets. For this purpose consider the 
hypergraph H= h/PA, where PA = {(exth(i), exth(j))[there is an a e [NUM(A)]  
such that {i,j}~_L(A,a)}. Let e be a state labeled edge of H, with labH(e)= 
(q', x j )  e (Q, X )  and r e = rank(q'). Let Le be the partition of Ire] corresponding 
to the equivalence relation ---A,e on Ire] defined by C=A, e d iff nodg(e)(c)= 
nOdH(e)(d). Let n e be the number of sets in Le and let (Lel, Le2 ..... L~,~) be an 
enumeration of elements of Le (in any order). Then the new label of edge e (under 
the assumptions recorded in A) is new(A, e) = ( (q', n~, L~, Le2 .... , L~,e), xj), 
Then R' contains the rule (A, o'(xl .... , xk) ) --* H', where H'= (V, E, nod, lab, ext) 
with V -  VH, E = EH, and for every e e VH the following holds: 
• if labH(e) ~ A, then nod(e) = nodH(e) and lab(e) = labH(e) = labh (e), 
• if labH(e)e (Q ,X) ,  then for every ae  [ne], nod(e)(a)=nOdH(e)(c) for 
some c e Le~ and lab(e) = new(A, e), and 
• for every aE [NUM(A)] ,  ext(a)= extI4(C) for some ceL(A, a). 
Note, that, in both cases, there is no need to specify c further, because 
nod~(e)(c) =nOdH(e)(d) if {c, d}_  Le~, and extH(C)= extH(d ) if {c, d} ___ L(A, a). 
1 3 
(q,.,'y(xl)) ~ ~ (v,,~) ~ 
1 2 
FIG. 2l. Some rules of M. 
571/49/2-11 





A derivation of M starting with sing((qin, 7(e))). 
Every right-hand side of a rule (A, o'(xl .... , xk)) ~ H'  of M'  is identification- 
free, because the right-hand side of the corresponding rule ( LAB (A), ~r (x 1, --., xk) ) ~ h 
of M is identification-free and external nodes exth (c) and ext h (d) that are identified 
in H= h/P A due to the fact that {c, d} ~L(A, a) for some a, are turned into one 
external node in H', viz., ext H, (a). Thus, since for every a, b with a ~ b, L(A, a) 
L(A, b) = ~,  M' is identification-free. 
Also, M' is loop-free, because, for every rule (A, o-(x I .... , xk ) )~ H' in R', 
the following holds for every state labeled edge e of the right-hand side of the 
corresponding rule (LAB(A), ~(Xl, ..., xk ) )~ h of R; the elements of the partition 
L e are pairwise disjoint and all tentacles that are in the same element Lea of Le (i.e., 
that are in the same equivalence class with respect o --A,e and thus form loops) are 
turned into one tentacle a of e in H'. 
Since M is identification-free, the following equivalence can easily be 
shown by induction on the length of the derivations. For every seT(Z)  
and g~HGR((Q,  T(S) )wA) ,  sing((qi~,s)) ~ g iff there exists a 
GeHGR((Q ' ,  T (27) )uA)  such that sing((q~., s)) ~ ,  G and g is (isomorphic 
to) ( VG, Ea, nod, lab, extG) with, for every output labeled edge e, lab(e)= labG(e )
and nod(e)=noda(e), and for every state labeled edge e, if lab~(e)= (A, s) then 
lab(e)= (LAB(A), s )  and, for every i t  [rankQ(LAB(A))], nod(e)(i)=nodG(e)(a) 
for the a such that i ~ L(A, a). In particular, if g e HGR(A), then g and G are equal. 
1 
T2 
((qln, l,{1}),~(Xl))--* [ ((p, 2, {1, 2}, {3}), Xl) I 
2 
((p,2, {1,2}, {3)),~) --. 
1 
FIG. 23. Identification-flee, loop-free td-tg transducer M'. 
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1 1 
T T= 3 
FIG. 24. A derivation of M' starting with sing(((qin, 1, {1}), 7(cQ)). 
Thus, "c(M) = z(M'). Clearly, the addition of regular look-ahead oes not interfere 
with the construction. | 
EXAMPLE 3.25. Consider the identification-flee td-tg transducer M= (Q, 22, A, 
qin, R) where Q (t) = {qin, p(3)}, 22= {7 (1), e(0)}, A = {5 (3~, 7(1)}, and some of the rules 
are given in Fig. 21. Obviously, M is not loop-free, because rhs(qin, 7) contains a 
loop. Figure 22 shows a derivation of M starting with sing((qi,, 7(~))). 
The identification-free, loop-free td-tg transducer M' which is constructed from 
M as defined in Lemma 3.24, is shown in Fig. 23. Recall from Definition 3.! 3 that 
loop-freeness only refers to state labeled edges. Figure 24 shows a derivation of M' 
starting with sing(( (qin, 1, { 1 } ), 7(e) )). 
Finally, we combine the previous lemmas. 
THEOREM 3.26. For every td-tg R transducer M there & an equivalent td-tg R trans- 
ducer M' which is identification-free and loop-free. 
Note that M' satisfies Lemma 3.15. Note also that if M is tree-generating, then 
so is M'. 
4. MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS 
In this section we briefly recall the concept of macro tree transducer 
ECF82, Eng80, EV85]. These are devices for syntax-directed translation in which 
the translation of an input tree may depend on its context. Recall that 
Y= {Yl, Y2 .... } is the set of parameters, and that Y,,= {Yl ..... Ym} for m~>0; 
X= {xl, x2 .... } is the set of subtree variables, and Xm= {xl ..... xm}. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A macro tree transducer (for short, mt transducer) is a tuple 
M= (Q, 22, A, qin, R), where Q is the ranked alphabet of states, X and A are the 
ranked alphabets of input and output symbols, respectively, qin e Q(O) is the initial 
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state, and R is the finite set of rules; for every q ~ Q(m) with m t> 0 and a e 2;(k~ with 
k >/0, there is exactly one rule in R of the form 
(q ,  ° ' (X l ,  ..., xk)) (Y l ,  "", Ym)---~, (*) 
where ~ ~ T(F  u A ) (Ym) with F = ( Q, Ark ). 
We note that in [EV85] such transducers are called total deterministic macro 
tree transducers. A rule rc of the form (,) is called the (q, a)-rule of M; its right- 
hand side is denoted by rhs(Tz) or rhs(q, a). A top-down tree transducer is a macro 
tree transducer in which every state has rank zero. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let M= (Q, X, A, qin, R) be an mt transducer. The derivation 
relation of M, denoted by ~,  is the binary relation on T(FwA)  with 
F= (Q, r ( s ) )  such that, for every ~1, ~2 e T(FwA) ,  31 ~ 42 iff 
1. there is a 4 e T(Fu  A ) ({z}) in which z occurs exactly once 
2. there are a e S (k~, q ~ Q(m~, s~ ..... sk ~ T(27), and tl, ..., t,~ ~ T(Fw A ) such 
that 
• 41 = 4[z/(q, a(Sl, ..., sk)) (tl ..... tin)] and 
• 42=~[z/~ '] with ~'=rhs(q, a) [x J s j ; j e  [k]]  [y j t z ; ie  [m]]. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the mt transducer M = (Q, 27, A, qin, R) with O~ 
{o!0~ qO)}, 2;= {7 °), cd°)}, and A = {6 (2~, tim)}. R contains the following rules" "/in 
(qin, ~(Xl)) --)' (q, Xl) ((q, x~) (fl)) 
(qin, C~) --~ fl 
(q, ])(Xl)) (yl) -+ (q, xa) ((q, Xl) (y~)) 
(q, C~) (Yl) --+ 6(Yl, Yl)- 
A derivation of M starting with (qin, 7(a)) is 
(qin, 7(e)) =*" (q, e)  ((q, e)  (fl)) 
~6((q ,  c~) (fl), (q, e)  (fl)) 
~6(6(f l ,  fl), (q, c~) (fl)) 
6(6(fl, fl), 6(fl, fl)). 
M translates 7ne into the full binary tree bin(n) of height 2"+ 1 (cf. Example 3.11). 
For every mt transducer M= (Q, x, A, qin, R) and sentential form ~ E T(Fw A ) 
with F=(Q,  T (S ) ) ,  there is a unique tree t over A such that 4 @t  (by 
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Corollary 3.13 of [EV85] and the remarks at the beginning of Section4.1 of 
[EV85]). In particular, for qe Q(ml with m ~>0 and se T (Z) ,  we denote by M(q, s) 
the q-translation of s which is the unique tree teT(A) (Ym) ,  such that 
(q, s)  (Yl, ..., Y,,) @ t, where the definition of ~ is extended in the obvious way 
to a binary relation on T(FwA)  (Y) with F= (Q, T (S ) ) .  
DEFINITION 4.4. Let M = (Q, S, A, qin, R) be an mt transducer. The tree-to-tree 
translation computed by M, denoted by z(M), is the mapping of type 
T< S> ~ T( A >, such that z(M)(s) = M(qi,, s) for every s e T (S) .  
The class of tree-to-tree translations computed by mt transducers i denoted by 
MT. Next we recall the inductive characterization f the translation M(q, s). For 
this purpose we first formalize the concept of second-order term substitution 
[Cou83] which is just a reformulation of the notion of tree homomorphism 
[6S84].  
DEFINITION 4.5. Let S and A be two ranked alphabets. For a set S'___ S and 
a family {t(a)}~x,  of trees with t(a) eT<d>(Yra,,k(~l), we define the tree 
s~a/t(a); a e Z'~ inductively on the structure of s e T (S)  as follows (abbreviating 
s{a/t(a); cr~ S'~ by s~.-. ~): if s = a(sl ..... sk) for some a e S (k~ with k/> 0, then 
1. if a(~S', then s~...~ =a(s l~. . .~, . . . ,skE. - .~) ,  and 
2. if asS ' ,  then s~-- . l  = t(a) [y~/s~. . .~; i~  [k] ] .  
LE~CnV~A 4.6 (cf. Definition 3.18 of [EV85]). Let M= (Q, S, A, qin, R) be an mt 
transducer. For every q e Q, ~r e X (k) with k >~ O, and sl, ..., sk e T(  Z ) ,  
M(q, o'(s I . . . . .  Sk) ) = rhs(q, a) W(q', xj)/M(q',  sj); (q', xj.) e (Q, Xk)~. 
Note that the inductive characterization f M(q, s) looks exactly the same as the 
one for td-tg transducers (cf. Lemma 3.12) except that W.-.~ is used rather than 
[ ... ]. In the simulation of a tree-generating td-tg transducer by an mt transducer 
we shall use a particular property of mt transducers: they are closed under regular 
look-ahead. 
DEFINITION 4.7. A macro tree transducer with regular look-ahead (for short, mt R 
transducer) is a tuple M= (Q, P, £', A, qin, R, 6), where 
• (P, L', 3) is a finite state tree automaton, called the look-ahead automaton oJ 
M, and 
• (Q, X, A, qin, R) is an mt transducer, where the rules now have the form 
((q, a(xl ..... xk)) (Yl ..... Ym), Pl, -", Pk) ---r ~ (**) 
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with q,o-,ff as in Definition4.1, and p~ ..... pkeP.  Moreover, for every q~Q(m), 
~E27 (k), P l , . . . ,PkEP there is exactly one rule in R with left-hand side 
( (q ,  o(Xl,  ..., Xk) ) (Yl ..... Ym), Pl .... , Pk)" 
The unique rule with left-hand side ((q, f f (X l ,  ..., Xk) ) (Y l  . . . .  , Y~), Pl ..... Pk) is 
called the (q, a, Pl, "., pk)-rule of M and its right-hand side is denoted by 
rhs(q, a, Pl ..... Pk). The derivation relation of M is defined as in Definition 4.2, with 
rhs(q, a) replaced by rhs(q, o-, 5(sl) ..... 6(sk)). 
For every mt R transducer M = (Q, P, Z, A, qi,, R, 6) and sentential form 
~eT(FwA} with F=(Q,  T(27}}, there is a unique tree t over A such that 
@t  (cf. Remark4.19 of [EV85]). Thus, for every qeQ (m) with m~>0 and 
s t  T (Z} ,  there is a unique tree ts  T(A} (Ym) such that (q, s} (Yl ..... Ym) * ~t;  
again we denote this tree by M(q, s). 
The tree-to-tree translation ~(M) computed by M is defined as in Definition 4.4. 
The class of translations computed by mt R transducers i  denoted by MT R. Also for 
mt R transducers we can provide an inductive characterization f the translations 
computed by them (cf. Remark 4.19 of [EV85]). 
LEMMA 4.8. Let M = (Q, P, 22, A, qxn, R, 5) be an mt R transducer. For every 
q~ Q, a~27 (k) with k>~O, and sl, ..., sk~ T(27}, 
M(q, a(sl, ..., sk)) = rhs(q, a, 3(sl), ..., 6(sk)) ~ (q', x]}/M(q', si); (q', xj} E (Q, X~}~. 
In Section 6 we will use the fact that mt transducers are closed under regular 
look-ahead. 
LEMMA 4.9 (Theorem4.21 of [EV85]). MT=MT R. 
5. HYPEREDGE-REPLACEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 
OF MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS 
The aim of this section is the proof of the inclusion MTc_ tgtT, i.e., for every mt 
transducer M there is a tree-generating M' such that z (M)= rt(M'). We approach 
this aim by first defining a relationship between mt transducers and td-tg trans- 
ducers in which the right-hand sides of rules are parjungles. Recall the definition of 
a parjungle h and the tree tree(h) it represents from Section 2.4. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let M= (Q, 27, A, qin, R)  be a td-tg transducer such that the 
right-hand side of every rule is a parjungle. Let M '= (dec(Q), 27, dec(A), qin, R') be 
an mt transducer. M and M' are related if R' = { (q, a(Xl ..... xk) ) (Yl ..... Ym) 
tree(h) l (q, a(xl ..... xk) } --+ h is in R}. 
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Obviously, the td-tg transducer of Example3.11 and the mt transducer of 
Example 4.3 are related. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let M= (Q, P, X, A, qin, R, 6) be a td-tg R transducer such that 
the right-hand side of every rule is a parjungle. Let M'= (dec(Q), P, S, dec(A), 
qin, R', 3) be an mt R transducer. M and M are related if R '= {((q, o'(xl ..... xk)> 
(Yl, ..., Ym), Pl .... , Pk) ~ tree(h)l (< q, a(Xa ..... xk) >, Pl, ..., Pk) ~ h is in R}. 
To show that related transducers compute the same tree-to-tree translation, we 
need the basic fact that the mapping tree distributes over substitution. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let g be a hypergraph over F, and let, for every 7 ~ F, h(7 ) be a 
hypergraph of the same rank as 7. I f  g and every h(7) are parjungles, then 
g[7/h(7); 7 ~ F] is a parjungle, and 
tree(g[7/h(7); 7 ~ E l )  = tree(g) ET/tree(h(7)); 7 ~ I~. 
Proof We first show that k=g[7/h(7) ;7~F ] is a parjungle. In fact, this is 
obvious in the case that every h(7 ) is identification-free. To reduce the general case 
to this particular case, we introduce an extra symbol e of rank two. If h(7) is not 
identification-free, i.e., exth(~)(n+l)=exth(7)(i) for some i~ In], where n+ 1= 
rank(7), then we transform h(7 ) into an identification-free parjungle h'(7) by adding 
a new node v and a new edge e with lab(e)= e and nod(e)= v~v with vl = exth{~)(i), 
and define exth,(~ ) (n + 1)= v. If h(7) is identification-free, then we define h'(7 ) = h(7 ). 
As claimed above, k '=  g[7/h'(7); 7EF] is a parjungle. Clearly, k is obtained from 
k' by contracting all e-labeled edges; i.e., k=k'[e/c] ,  where e is the hypergraph 
with Vc= {v}, Ec= ~,  and extc= vv. Since we may contract hese edges one by 
one, it now suffices to observe that the contraction of one e-labeled edge transforms 
a parjungle into a parjungle. 
Next we show that tree(g[7/h(7); 7 E F])  = tree(g) [7~tree(h(7)); 7 ~ I~. 
Although this is intuitively clear, we provide a detailed proof. Let ~ be the unfolding 
function of k =g[7/h(7); 7 ~ F] ,  and let zg the one of g. For a node v of g or h(7), 
we denote by Fv] the corresponding node in k. Let m + 1 = rank(g) = rank(k). Since 
extk(m+ 1)= [eXtg(m+ 1)], it suffices to show that, for every v~ Vg, 
z([v])  = zg (v) Iv~tree(h(7)); 7 ~ 1~. 
We prove this by induction "on v," i.e., on the maximal ength of a path leading to 
v (which is possible because g is acyclic). 
Case(l) .  v=extg(i)  for some i e [m] .  Then Zg(V)=yi, and z ( [v ] )= 
"c( [eXtg (i)]) = "c(ext k(i)) -- Yi. 
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Case (2). v has in-degree 1. Let 
nodg(e) = vl.. .vuv. Then 
Vg (v) Ey/tree(h(7)) ; 7 t I~ 
= (?0(Zg(Vl) .... , "cg(Vu))) IT/tree(h(7)); 7t 1~ 
by definition of r e 
= tree(h(7o)) Eyi/zg(vi) [?/tree(h(?)); ? t F~ ; i E [u] ] 
by Definition 4.5 
= tree(h(?o)) [yi/z([vi]); i t  [u ] ]  
by the induction hypothesis for vi. 
Thus, it remains to show that 
, ( [v ] )= tree(h(yo)) [yi/v([vi]); i t  [u]] .  
Let h = h(7o ), and let rh denote the unfolding function of h. Note that rank(h)= 
u+ 1. Since [exth(U+ 1)] = IV], it suffices to show that, for every wt  Vh, 
"C([W])='rh(W ) [yi/~([Vi3); i t  [-U]]. 
We prove this again by induction "on w" (because h is acyclic). 
Case(l).  w=exth( i )  for some i t [u ] .  Note that [w]=[vi] .  Hence 
"c h (w) [yi/'c([vi] ); i t I-u] ] = Yi [Yi/~( [vii); i t [u] ] = r(Evil ) = ~([w]). 
Case(2). w has in-degree 1. Let f=res#l (w) ,  and let l abh( f )=~ and 
nOdh(f) = w l " 'w~w.  Then labk( f )= // and nodk( f )= [wl] ".. l-w~] [w]. Hence 
~([w] )=/~(z ( [w l ] )  .... , ~( [w~]) )  
by definition of v 
=fl(Zh(Wa) Eyi/z(Evi]); i t  [u]] .... ,'Ch(W~) Eyi/r(Evi]); i t  Eu]]) 
by induction hypothesis for wi 
=/~(rh(Wl) ..... Zh(W~)) Eyi/T(Evi]); i t  [u ] ]  
=rh(w) Eyi/z(Evi]) ; i t  I-u]] 
by definition of Zh. 
This proves the lemma. | 
/_,EMMA 5.4. Let M and M'  be given either as in Definition 5.1 or as in Defini- 
tion 5.2. I f  M and M'  are related, then M is tree-generating and z, (M)= r(M'). 
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Proof The proof of the statement for M and M' as in Definition 5.1 can be 
transcribed easily to a proof of the statement for M and M' as in Definition 5.2. 
Thus, let M and M' be given as in Definition 5.1. 
The statement of the lemma follows immediately from the next statement which 
implies, in particular, that M(qin, s) is a jungle: 
For every qeQ and seT(X) ,  M(q,s)  is a parjungle and 
tree(M(q, s) ) = M'(q, s). 
In turn, this statement follows immediately (by induction on the structure of s) 
from the inductive characterization lemmas of td-tg transducers and mt transducers 
(Lemmas 3.12 and 4.6; if M and M' are given as in Definition 5.2, then apply 
Lemmas 3.18 and 4.8) and Lemma 5.3 (with g=rhs(q,  a), h((q', x j ) )=M(q ' ,  sfl, 
and h(7)=sing(7) for 7sA). | 
It now suffices to construct, for every tree t over an alphabet F, a parjungle 
which can be unfolded into t. We construct the parjungle that realizes the maximal 
sharing of different occurrences of equal subtrees of t. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let F be a ranked alphabet, m~>0, and t sT (F ) (Ym) .  
The parjungle representation of t, denoted by graph(t), is the parjungle 
(V, E, lab, nod, ext) over inc(F) of rank m + 1 defined as 
• V= {vs lsesub( t )}u  {vyrlYrE Ym andyr  does not occur in t} 
• E= {es[sesub(t) and sq~ Ym} 
for every G ~ E with s = 7(Sl, ..., sk) for y e F (k) with k ~> 0, and sl, ..., sk e T (F ) ,  
define 
• lab(G) = 7 
• nod(G) = v~ ... G~v, 
• ext = ~)y l  " " " ~)Ym vt"  
Clearly, graph(t) is a parjungle with m parameters. Note that for s6 Ym, 
res- l(G) = {es}. It is easy to show by induction on the structure of s that z(vs)= s 
(for every subtree s of t), where z is the unfolding function of graph(t). Hence 
tree(graph(t)) = z( v t) = t. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let /"= {(~(3) 0.(2), ~)(1) ~(0)} be a ranked alphabet. Figure 25a 
shows a tree t ~ T (F )  (Y3) (in which Y3 does not occur), and Fig. 25b shows the 
corresponding parjungle graph(t) of rank 4. 
By transforming the right-hand side of every rule of an mt transducer into a par- 
jungle as described in the previous lemma, the main result of this section follows 
directly from Lemma 5.4. 
4 
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FIG. 25. Tree t and corresponding parjungle graph(t). 
LEMMA 5.7. MT~_ tgtT. 
Proof Let M= (Q, S, A, qin, R) be an mt transducer and let graph(M)= 
(ine(Q), Z, inc(A), qin, R') be the td-tg transducer such that, if (q, a(Xl ..... xk) ) 
(Yl ..... ym)~ is in R, then (q,a(Xl ..... xk))~graph(~) is in R'. Since 
tree(graph(~)) = ~ for every ~, graph(M) and M are related. It then follows from 
Lemma 5.4 that graph(M) is tree-generating and zt(graph(M))= z(M). | 
6. TREE-GENERATING ToP-DowN TREE-TO-GRAPH TRANSDUCERS 
Here we prove the more difficult inclusion tgtT R ~MT, i.e., the fact that, for 
every tree-generating td-tg R transducer M there is an mt transducer K such that 
r t (M) = z(K). As mentioned in the Introduction, the proof splits into three steps. 
First, a td-tg R transducer M' is constructed which computes the same tree-to-tree 
translation as M and in which the right-hand sides of all rules are parjungles (cf. 
Lemma 6.8). Second, since the right-hand sides are parjungles, the unfolding func- 
tion can be applied to them, thereby relating M' with an mt R transducer M" (cf. 
Definition 5.2); thus, by Lemma 5.4, v t (M ' )= v(M"). Third, by Lemma 4.9, there is 
an mt transducer K such that ~(M") = z(K). Thus, the only missing step is the first 
one.  
Consider a tree-generating td-tg R transducer M, i.e., M(qin, s) is a jungle for 
every input tree s. If every right-hand side of a rule of M is a parjungle, then 
M(q, s') is a parjunglc for every state q and every input tree s'; cf. the proof of 
Lemma 5.4. If, however, nothing is known about the rules of M, then M(q, s') need 
not be a parjungle. Nevertheless, in general, M(q, s') has to have special properties 
that we now define (for loop-free and identification-free transducers only). The 
right-hand sides of the rules of M do not necessarily have these properties. 
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FIG. 26. A semi-jungle. 
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DEVINmON 6.1. A hypergraph is a semi-jungle if it is acyclic, identification-free, 
every internal node has in-degree 1, and every external node has in-degree ~< 1. 
Figure26 shows a semi-jungle which is not a parjungle (because ext(1) has 
in-degree 1). Note that every identification-free parjungle is a semi-jungle, and 
hence every jungle is a semi-jungle. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let M = (Q, P, 22, A, qi=, R, 6) be a tree-generating, loop-free, and 
identification-free td-tg R transducer. Then, for every q ~ Q, a ~ Z (k) with k >~ O, and 
sl .... , skeT(Z) ,  if  M(q,e(s l  ..... Sk)) is a semi-jungle and (q ' ,x j )  occurs in 
rhs(q, a, 3(sl), ..., 3(sk)), then M(q', sj) is a semi-jungle. 
Proof Immediate from Lemma 3.15 and the obvious fact that a full subgraph of 
a semi-jungle is a semi-jungle. | 
Since M(qi=, s) is a jungle, this lemma implies that if sing((qin, s))  * ~=2 h and h 
contains an edge with label (q, s'), then M(q, s') is a semi-jungle and a full sub- 
graph of M(qi=, s). The unfolding function of the jungle M(qin , s) will "visit" the 
semi-jungle M(q, s') several times, in general. Such a "visit" starts at an external 
node of M(q, s') of in-degree ! and follows paths through M(q, s') (in the opposite 
direction) that halt at edges of rank one or at other external nodes of M(q, s'). We 
will construct a "tree-equivalent" td-tg R transducer M' of which all right-hand sides 
of rules are parjungles, in such a way that if ext(i) is an external node of M(q, s') 
of in-degree 1, then M' has a state (q,i,r) of rank r+ l  such that 
tree(M'((q, i, r), s')) is the tree determined by the "visit" of the unfolding function of 
M(qi., s) to M(q, s'), starting at ext(i), as described above; the rank r+ 1 equals 
the number of visited external nodes. The information which external nodes of 
M(q, s') have in-degree 1, and from which external nodes paths lead to other exter- 
nal nodes of in-degree 1, has to be computed by M', using regular look-ahead. This 
"visit" information is conveniently formalized in terms of particular hypergraphs 
which will be called i/o-graphs (these are similar to the i/o-graphs of attribute 
grammars, cf. [Knu68, KW76]). 
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DEFINITION 6.3. Let m>~0. An i/o-graph of rank m is a hypergraph 
(V, E, lab, nod, ext) over {dl ..... din}, where dr is a symbol of rank r, V= [m], 
E_  {e~] i e [m] } with res(ei) =- i for every e~ • E, and ext -- 1 ... m. 
The set of i/o-graphs is denoted by IO-G. Note that the symbols dr and eg are 
fixed, i.e., we use them for every i/o-graph. 
Next we define the i/o-graph io(h) of a hypergraph  where h is labeled over some 
arbitrary ranked alphabet F. Intuitively, io(h) shows which external nodes of h have 
in-degree ¢ 0, and it shows whether paths lead to these from other external nodes. 
(Recall that paths are directed upwards.) 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let m ~> 0, and let h be an identification-flee hypergraph of 
rank m over the ranked alphabet F. The i/o-graph of h, denoted by io(h), is the 
i/o-graph (V, E, lab, nod, ext) of rank m determined as follows. For ie [m], 
e ieE  if and only if exth(i) has in-degree 50  in h. For every eieE, define 
ar(ei) = {je  [m][ i  C j and there is path in h from exth (j) to exth(i)}. Let ar(ei)= 
{Jl, ...,Jr} with j l< j2< . . -< J r  with r~>0. Then lab(ei)=d~+ 1 and nod(el)= 
JlJ2"" .jri. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Consider the hypergraph of rank 4 shown in Fig. 27a. The 
i/o-graph io(h) of h is shown in Fig. 27b. 
For every ranked alphabet Q, we denote by [Q ~ IO-G] the set of all rank 
preserving mappings from Q to IO-G. Now consider an arbitrary loop-flee and 
identification-flee td-tg R transducer M. We will construct a finite state tree 
automaton BM which computes, for every state q and input tree s, the i/o-graph 
io(M(q, s)). 
LEMMA 6.6. Let M= (Q, P, Z, 3, qi~, R, 6) be a loop-free and identification-free 
td-tg R transducer. There is a finite state tree automaton BM= (P', Z, c5') such that 
P '=Px[Q~IO-G]  and for every seT(Z) ,  6"(s)=(6"(s),¢) with ¢(q)= 
io(M(q, s)) for every q ~ Q. 
4 
I 
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Fro. 27. (a) Hypergraph h; (b) i/o-graph io(h). 
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Proof The family {5'~}~r of transition functions of BM is defined as follows. 
Let o- e S (k) with k/> 0, let Pl .... , Pk e P, and let ~bl .... , ~bk e [Q ~ IO-G]. Define 
~'~ ((pl, ~),  ..., (p, ~) )= (,L (p~, ..., p~), ~) 
with ~b(q)= io(rhs(q, a, p~ .... , Pk) [(q' ,  xj)/(~j(q'); (q', x j)  e (Q, Xk}]) for every 
q~Q. 
The proof that BM satisfies the requirements i by induction on s, using the 
inductive characterization lemma of td-tg -~ transducers (Lemma 3.18) and the 
following obvious property of the/o-function: 
For every loop-free and identification-free hypergraph g over F, 
F '  ~ F, and family {h(7) }~ ~ r' of identification-free hypergraphs, 
io(g[7/h(7); y ~F ' ] )= io(g[y/io(h(y)); 7 ~ F ' ] ) .  
Note that this property can be used, with h((q', x j} )= M(q', sj), because it follows 
from Lemma 3.15 that M(q', sj) is identification-free. | 
The information present in the i/o-graph allows us to give a precise definition of 
the unfolding of a semi-jungle h, corresponding to a "visit" to h of the unfolding 
function of a jungle of which h is a subgraph, as discussed above. 
DEFINITION 6.7. Let h be a semi-jungle over F. Let exth(i) be an external node 
of h with in-degree 1, i.e., with ei E Eio(h), and let nodio(h)(ei)=-Jl "'" jr i. Then the ith 
tree represented by h, denoted by tree(i, h), is the tree z~(ext h (i)), where the partial 
function zi: Vh--* T(dee(F) } (Y  r) is defined recursively by 
(i) if v is an external node exth(L) for some s~ [r], then zi(v)= Ys, and 
(ii) if either v=exth(i)  or v is an internal node of h, then z~(v)= 
?(zi(Vl) .... , zi(Vp)) where 7 = labh(res#l(v)) and Vl...VpV =nodh(reshl(V)). 
z~ is called the ith unfolding function of h. 
Note that this definition really defines tree(i, h), because h is acyclic, every inter- 
nal node of h has in-degree 1 and there is no path from any exth(j) to exth(i ) with 
J¢ {Jl ..... Jr}" Note also that the ith unfolding function zi stops at the external 
nodes exth(Js), S e [r], even if they have in-degree 1 (this is a decision of technical 
nature). 
Now we are ready to prove the first step in the inclusion tgtT ~ ~_MT, the 
construction of M'. We can now be more precise about the way M' will be 
constructed: if ext(i) is an external node of M(q,s') of in-degree 1 and 
nodio(M(q,s,)) (el)=Jl"" "jri, then tree(m'( q, i, r), s'))= tree(i, M(q, s') ). 
LEMMA 6.8. For every tree-generating td-tg R transducer ~I there is a td-tg R 
transducer M'  such that the right-hand side of every rule of M'  is a parjungle and 
~,(M')_- ~,(~r). 
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Proof Let M be a tree-generating td-tg R transducer. By Theorem 3.26 there is 
a loop-free and identification-free td-tg R transducer M= (Q, P, N, A qin, R, ~) 
which is equivalent o 21~. Thus, in particular, M is also tree-generating and it 
satisfies Lemma 6.2. Construct he td-tg R transducer M' = (Q', P', X, A, q'in, R', 5') 
as follows. 
First, let Q '= {(q, i, r) IqEQ and i, r+  1 ~ l,rankQ(q)]} with rankQ,((q, i, r))= 
r + 1, and let q~n = (qin, 1, 0). Second, the look-ahead automaton (P', Z, 5') of M' 
is BM, as defined in Lemma 6.6. 
It remains to define R'. Let ((q, cr(xl,. . . ,xk)},pl .... ,pk )~h be in R. Let 
O1 ..... (~k ~ l'Q ~ IO-G]. For every state labeled edge e of h, with lab h (e) = (q', xi}, 
let h(e) be the hypergraph obtained from the i/o-graph (~j(q') by changing the 
label d,+ 1 of every edge em into ( (q ' ,m,u) ,x j},  where u=rank(em)- l .  Let 
g=h[e/h(e); e is a state labeled edge of hi. Thus, intuitively, g is the right-hand 
side h in which the "visit" information given by ~b~ ..... ~bk has been integrated. 
Assume now that the so-constructed g is a semi-jungle. Let extg(i) have in-degree 
1, and let nodio(g )(e~) =Jl"'" Jfi. Then R' contains the rule 
(((q,i, r), a(xl ..... xk)}, (Pl, {hi) . . . . .  (Pk, Ok))~ g', 
where g' is the parjungle obtained from g by 
• dropping all nodes (and incident edges) from which there is no path 
leading to extg(i), 
• dropping all nodes (and incident edges) from which there is a nonempty 
path to some extg(j~), sE [r], and 
• defining eXtg, = extg(j l) . . ,  eXtg(jr) eXtg(i). 
These are the rules of R' that are of importance. All remaining 
((q, i, r), a, (Pl, ~bl) ..... (Pk, ~bk))-rules can be defined in an arbitrary fashion (with 
any parjungle of the correct rank as right-hand side). This ends the construction 
of M'. 
To prove the correctness of M', we will show the following: 
For every qe Q, se T (Z) ,  and ie l,rank(q)], 
if M(q, s) is a semi-jungle, extM(q.s)(i ) has in-degree 1, and the 
hyperedge i in io(M(q, s)) has rank r + 1, 
then tree(M'( q, i, r), s)) = tree(i, M(q, s)). 
Note that since all right-hand sides of M' are parjungles, M'((q, i, r), s) is also a 
parjungle (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.4). Note also that taking q = qin in the above 
statement, we obtain i=1,  r=0,  and tree(M'(q'in, s) ) = tree(1, M(qin, s)). Since 
obviously tree(l, M(qin, s)) = tree(M(qin, s)), this implies that zt(M') = ~t(M) = 
~,(~r). 
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Thus it remains to show the above statement. This is done by induction on the 
structure of s. Let s = a(Sl, ..., sk) with k i> 0. Then, by Lemma 3.18, 
tree(i, M(q, s)) = tree(i, h[(q', xj>/M(q', sj); <q', xj> ~ (Q, Xk>]), (1) 
where h is the right-hand side of the rule ((q, a(Xl, ..., xk)>, p~ ..... Pk)--* h of R, 
with pj = $(sj) for j ~ [k]. Define ¢1, -.., Ck e [Q ~ IO-G] to contain the i/o-graphs 
of M for Sl, ..., s~, i.e., ¢j(q') = io(M(q', sj)). Consider the hypergraph g = h[e/h(e); 
e is a state labeled edge of hi, as described in the definition of R'. To prove that 
g is a semi-jungle, we use the following easy general fact (of which the last part was 
already shown in the proof of Lemma 6.6): 
Let h and f be hypergraphs, and let e be a loop-free edge of h. If 
fand  hie/f] are semi-jungles, then h[e/io(f)] is a semi-jungle and 
io(h [e/io(f) ] ) : io(h [ elf ]). 
This fact should be applied to all edges e of h with label (q', xj>, with f=  M(q', sj). 
Then h[e/f] is a semi-jungle because M(q, s) is one by assumption, andf i s  a semi- 
jungle by Lemma 6.2. Since io(f)= io(M(q', sj))=¢j(q'), h[e/io(f)] is the hyper- 
graph g (apart from the labels of the edges). 
This shows that g is a semi-jungle and that io(g)= io(M(q, s)). In particular, 
eXtg(i) has in-degree 1. Consequently, R' contains the rule (< (q, i, r), a(xl,..., xk)>, 
(Pl, ~bl), ..., (Pk, ¢k)) ~ g', where g' is obtained from g as described in the construc- 
tion of R'. By Lemma 3.18, 
tree(M'((q, i, r), s)) 
= tree(g'[((q', m, u), xj>/M'((q', m, u), sj); ((q', m, u), xj> ~ (Q', Xk>]). (2) 
Since g' and all M'((q', m, u), sj) are parjungles, Lemma 5.3 shows that (2) equals 
tree(g') W((q', m, u), xj>/tree(M'((q', m, u), sj)); ((q', m, u), xj> ~ (Q', Xk>~), 
which by induction hypothesis i equal to 
tree(g') [(((q', m, u), xj>/tree(m, M(q', sj)); <(q', m, u), xj> e (Q', Xk>~. (3) 
It now remains to show that (1)=(3). Since it should be obvious that 
tree(g') = tree(i, g), we have to show that 
tree(i, h[ (q', xj>/M(q', sj); (q', xj> ~ (Q, Xk>]) 
= tree(i, g) ~((q', m, u), xj>/tree(m, M(q', sj)); ((q', m, u)>, xj6 (Q', Xk>~. (*) 
To abstract from this particular case, we will show the following claim, in general. 
CLAIM. Let h be a loop-free hypergraph over F, and let, for every 7 e F, h(7) be 
a hypergraph of the same rank as 7. Let F '= {(7, m, u)[7eF, m, u+ 1 ~ [rankr(7)]} 
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with rankr,((v,m, u) )=u+ 1. Let k=h[7/h(7); 7•F]  and g=h[v/io(h(7)) 
[em/sing((7, m, Urn)); em• Eio(h(~))] ; 7•F] ,  where um= rank(em)- 1. Finally, let 
io • [rank(h)]. 
I f  k and all h(?) are semi-jungles, and extk(io) has in-degree 1, then 
tree( io, h [7 /h(7 ) ; 7 • F] ) = tree( io, g) [[(7, m, u )/ tree(m, h(7)) ; (~, m, u) • F'~. 
Proof of Claim. Note that, as observed before, io(g) = io(k), by the proof of 
Lemma 6.6. Hence extg(io) has in-degree 1, too, and nod(e~o)=jl ...jriO in both 
io(g) and io(k). The proof of the claim is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3 
(and the claim, in fact, generalizes that lemma). 
Let z be the ioth unfolding function of k, and let zg be the one of g. For a node 
v of h or h(7) we denote by Iv] the corresponding node in k. Note that Vg = Vh. 
Since tree(io, k)=z([exth(io)]) and tree(io, g)=zg(eXth(io)), it suffices to show 
that 
"c([v])=vg(v) [[(7, m, u)/tree(m, h(7)); (7, m, u)• F'~ 
for all nodes v of h such that there is a path in g from v to exth(io) and there is 
no nonempty path in g from v to exth(ji), i•  [r]. 
Case(l) .  v=exth(j i)  for some i• [ r ] .  Then Zg(V)=Zg(eXtg(ji))=yi, and 
"c([v] ) --- z(extk(ji)) = Yi. 
Case (2). v has in-degree 1 in g. Then there is an edge e of h with labh (e) = 70, 
nOdh(e) = Vl . . .v, ,  alnd v = v m for some m • [n], such that exth(~o)(m ) has in-degree 
1 in h(70), and nodio(h(~o))(e,~)= ml. . 'mum. Then 
Zg(V) ~ ...~ = (70, m, u)(Zg(Vml), ..., "rg(Vmu)) [['" " ~ 
= tree(m, h(7o)) [Yi/Zg(Vm) ['" "1; i•  [U]] 
= tree(m, h(yo)) [yi/z([vm,]); i•  [u]] .  
Thus, it remains to show that 
"c([v]) = tree(m, h(?o)) [y J z ( [v , J ) ;  i•  [u]] .  
Let h'=h(7o) and let vh, be the mth unfolding function of h'. Since 
[exth,(m)] = [v], it suffices to show that 
z([w])---- %,(w) [yi/z([vm,]); i•  [u]] 
for all nodes w of h' such that there is a path from w to exth,(m ) and there is no 
nonempty path from w to some exth,(mi), i•  [u]. 
Case(l) .  w=exth,(mi) for some ie[u] .  Note that [w]=[Vmi]. Hence 
%,(w) [yi/z([vm,]) ; i e [u] ]  = yi[Yi/Z([Vmi]) ; i e [u ] ]  = z([vm,])= r([w] ). 
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FIG. 28. Rules of M. 
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Case (2). w has in-degree 1 in h'. This case is entirely the same as the corre- 
sponding case in the proof of Lemma 5.3, with h' instead of h, and vml instead of vi. 
This ends the proof of the claim. | 
Just as in the proof of Lemma 5.4., this claim can now be used with h((q', x j} )= 
M(q', sj) and h(~)=sing(7) for ~F .  This shows (.) and ends the proof. | 
(((q,., t0), ~(Xl)), ¢~(o)) -~ / ~  
3 
I((~,z,3),x~/} ]((~,5,2),x~) I 













(((r,4,0),7(xa)),¢~)~ 1  
Rules of M'. 
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EXAMPLE 6.9. Consider the tree-generating, identification-flee, loop-free td-tg 
transducer M which is defined as indicated in Fig. 28. (We did not show all the 
rules of M; only some rules are shown which are relevant to illustrate the construc- 
tion.) Figure 29 shows the rules of the td-tg transducer M' which is constructed as 
in the previous lemma. Note that the right-hand sides of rules of M' are parjungles. 
Recalling the remarks from the beginning of this section, this completes the proof 
of the second inclusion. 
LEMMA 6.10. tgtT R ~_ MT. 
Proof Let M be a tree-generating td-tg R transducer. By Lemma 6.8 there is a 
td-tg R transducer M' such that the right-hand side of every rule of M' is a parjungle 
and z,(M)= zt(M'). Construct an mt R transducer M" such that M' and M" are 
related. Note that such an M" exists, because the mapping tree is defined on par- 
jungles. By Lemma5.4, zt(M')=z(M"). Finally, by Lemma4.9, there is an mt 
transducer M" with z(M")= ~(M"). | 
And in total we obtain the main result of this paper: tree-generating td-tg 
transducers have the same power with respect to tree-to-tree translations as mt 
transducers. 
THEOREM 6.11. tgtTR= MT= tgtT. 
Proof Lemmas 5.7 and 6.10. | 
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